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“Sales of term assurance rose in 2016, as the market is
starting to see more innovation across new product types,

distribution channels and underwriting. However, life
insurance continues to be low down in consumers’ list of

priorities, making it hard for insurers to engage with
potential customers.”

Jessica Galletley, Financial Services Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:

• Growth of non-advised sales could affect cover levels
• Cost-saving factor is key when deciding to share data
• Younger consumers more likely to be interested in healthy living benefits

Products covered in this Report
This Report looks at the term assurance market. The following definitions have been used:

Term assurance
is a type of life insurance policy that provides cover for a limited period and will only pay out if the
policyholder dies within that term. Some policies will pay out if the policyholder is diagnosed with a
terminal illness.

Term assurance policies can be written on a single life, joint life (first or second death) or on a life of
another basis. They are primarily used to cover the financial responsibilities for the insured and/or their
beneficiaries, the most common of which is a mortgage. Indeed, many people take out term assurance
when they buy their first home, linking the term of the policy with the term of the loan (typically 25-30
years). Hence, the market comprises two distinct product segments: mortgage term assurance and
protection term assurance.

Critical illness cover
is a long-term policy designed to pay a lump sum to the policyholder on the diagnosis of certain life-
threatening but not necessarily fatal conditions such as heart attack, stroke, certain cancers, multiple
sclerosis, loss of limbs, etc. It can be bought on its own (ie as a standalone policy) or as an addition (ie
as a ‘rider benefit’) to other types of insurance, notably term assurance, whole of life and endowment.
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Legal & General remains the largest life insurer, despite M&A activity

Investing in technology is a strategic priority

Prevention rather than payouts

Life assurance advertising spend grows by 5%

Legal & General remains the largest life insurer, despite M&A activity
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Figure 28: Top five providers of individual term assurance, by sales volumes, 2015 and 2016
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Aviva merges businesses to focus on online
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Instant term assurance
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People-first policies
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Prevention rather than payouts

Life assurance advertising spend grows by 5%
Figure 29: Total above-the-line, online display and direct mail advertising expenditure on life assurance products, 2012/13-2016/17

Specialist providers are the biggest spenders
Figure 30: Top 10 advertisers of (term) life insurance, 2015/16 and 2016/17

Vitality focusses on health and wellbeing
Figure 31: Vitality focusses on health and wellbeing with Ambassadors Joe Root, Maro Itoje, Ellie Simmonds and Jessica Ennis-Hill
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Figure 32: Proportional distribution of (term) life advertising expenditure, by media type, 2015/16 and 2016/17
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Less than a third hold life insurance

Low levels of cross-selling in the life insurance market

Price comparison websites used as a benchmark for costs

Cash benefits attract most interest

Short-term goals take financial priority over life insurance

Only a quarter would be willing to share their data

Less than a third hold life insurance
Figure 33: Insurance product ownership, April 2017

45-54-year-olds most likely to hold life insurance…

…but there are opportunities to increase cover among younger groups
Figure 34: Life insurance ownership, by age, April 2017

Opportunities to extend cover among women

Private renters are least likely to have cover
Figure 35: Life insurance ownership, by housing situation, April 2017

No cover and no savings
Figure 36: Value of savings and investments, by life insurance ownership, April 2017

Term assurance is the most popular form of life insurance
Figure 37: Type of life insurance product(s) owned, April 2017

Low levels of cross-selling in the life insurance market
Figure 38: Other products held with life insurance provider, April 2017

Convenience drives cross-selling among 18-44-year-olds
Figure 39: Other products held with life insurance provider, April 2017

7% hold critical illness with another provider

Price comparison websites used as a benchmark for costs

Open banking could provide opportunities for protection market
Figure 40: Sources when looking for information on a new or existing life insurance policy, April 2017

People without cover will appreciate face-to-face contact
Figure 41: Sources when looking for information on a new or existing life insurance policy, by life insurance ownership, April 2017

Cash benefits attract most interest
Figure 42: Interest in additional life insurance benefits, April 2017
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Young people more likely to engage insurers with their lifestyle goals

Aligning goals will lead to higher levels of retention
Figure 43: Interest in additional life insurance benefits, by age, April 2017

Choice of benefits is important

Short-term benefits take financial priority
Figure 44: Current financial priorities, April 2017

Only a quarter of parents prioritise ensuring financial security for their family
Figure 45: Current financial priorities, by parental status of children living in the household, April 2017

People have other ways of ensuring financial security
Figure 46: Current financial priorities, by life insurance ownership, April 2017

Flexible policies are key for potential movers
Figure 47: Current financial priorities, by type of life insurance owned, April 2017

Only a quarter would be willing to share their data
Figure 48: Interest in data sharing to influence the cost of life insurance premiums, April 2017

Insurers need to be transparent about the use and security of data

18-34-year-olds most interested in sharing their data
Figure 49: Interest in data sharing to influence the cost of life insurance premiums, by age, April 2017

Existing policyholders more likely to be interested
Figure 50: Interest in data sharing to influence the cost of life insurance premiums, by life insurance product ownership, April 2017

Half of term assurance holders are interested
Figure 51: Interest in data sharing to influence the cost of life insurance premiums, by type of life insurance owned, April 2017
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Figure 52: Additional best- and worst-case forecast table for term assurance premiums, 2017-22

Figure 53: Additional best- and worst-case forecast table for term assurance volume sales, 2017-22
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Financial Priorities

Data Sharing with Life Insurance Providers
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